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PlayAlive – Intelligent playgrounds
”Spider” – Et intelligent klatrestativ med computerteknologi, der 
motiverer børn til mere leg og bevægelse.

Playalive SPider 
PlayAlive gets the play started and inspires children to more active and intense 
playing, including children who consider themselves “too old” to play and 
children who are not used to being physically active.

The PlayAlive play concept combines the best of virtual games with physical 
games. PlayAlive re-invent the classic playground - with new contents.



TeCHNiCal deTailS
SPACE REQUIRED 
8.0 x 10.0 meters
Safety surfacing required

POWER CONNECTION
The Spider runs at harmless low voltage and may be 
connected to solar or wind energy devices. At normal action 
the consumption is approx. 30W. The PlayAlive Spider 
switches automatically to stand-by condition where the power 
consumption is at a minimum. The electronic platform is 
TÜV-approved.

SATELLITES 
The satellite is weather-resistant and 100% waterproof. Made 
from a sturdy plastic material free from phthalates and tested 
to sustain very heavy blows. Thus it fully complies with the 
sturdiness demands for playground equipment. 

MATERIALS
Stainless steel 304 (Spider 16) / galvanized and powder coated 
steel (Spider 12) and Taifun rope fastened by Polyfix. Spider is 
TÜV approved.

a GreaT SCUlPTUral 
CONSTrUCTiON 
The PlayAlive Spider is the biggest PlayAlive playground 
equipment. It is a great sculptural construction which appeals 
to many child profiles - including children who are not used to 
being physically active.

The PlayAlive Spider consists of a traditional climbing frame 
with built-in satellites forming one big social, interactive 
computer motivating for play and social activity.

The PlayAlive Spider being a great sculpture adds a new 
dimension to the playground or urban space. Children at all 
ages will seek to examine the play options offered by the 
Spider, and the adaptive games will make them play more 
intense and for longer times

TWO CONSTrUCTiON TyPeS
The PlayAlive Spider is available in two versions: Spider 12 
and Spider 16 (the figures indicate the number of satellites 
included). The Spider may be adapted to new as well as 
existing playgrounds. The Spider is sustainable to wind and 
weather. The 16 satellite version is made from stainless 

Playalive – aCTivaTe · eNGaGe · eNTerTaiN 
PlayAlive develops and manufactures an interactive play and learning platform which 
motivates for more play and physical activity. The platform is based on a unique 
satellite device equipped with light, sound, and touch function. The PlayAlive concept 
is based on solid knowhow about play and learning and developed in cooperation with 
teachers and researchers.

The platform is applied with great success in the urban space as well as in schools and 
institutions, for rehabilitation, learning, and sports all over Europe.
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steel and the 12 satellite version is made from hot galvanized, 
powder coated steel. 

aGeS
The PlayAlive Spider is designed primarily for children at the 
age of 6 to 15 years, however, experience has proved that also 
elder children and playful adults enjoy playing at the Spider. 

Playalive all Over eUrOPe
The PlayAlive Spider is the most popular interactive playground 
unit in Europe with more than 50 installations. 20 are placed in 
Denmark. The first one was installed in 2007 and is still running 
smoothly and working as the primary playground hub in a 
school in Odense, Denmark.

GaMeS
The PlayAlive Spider is provided inclusive of a ready-to-go 
game package of 4 games and may be updated with new plays 
and games. All games are adaptive, meaning the game played 
will automatically adapt to the level of the players. This leads to 
continuous playing and exciting challenges for everyone. For 
game descriptions please refer to www.playalive.dk 
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